
2016 - Francobollo- Kinky Lola, music video: SPFX Make-up design/application
2016 - Face Lifecasts for award winning Dj's 99 souls

2016 - Bald cap application for Westworld promo stunt for sky atlantic
2016 - Organ props for Cards a horror Short Directed by - Alexander Donald
2016 - Teddy bears picnic Short- directed by- Thomas Hodge - Make-up artist

2016 - Pepsi US TV Advert - Body party - Sculptor, mould making and silicone seaming and painting
2016 - Smythes Toys x-mas advert 2017 - Sculptor, mould maker, silicone work, painter2016 - Smythes Toys x-mas advert 2017 - Sculptor, mould maker, silicone work, painter

2016 - Burnt Body for the TV series - Vera
2017 - Asparagus Tips short- Directed by Sam Bailey
2017 - His House - Directed by Remi Weekes

2017 - The Dark Crystal age of resistance - full body Lifecast
2017 - Prosthetics for Cate Blancette - Undisclosed film

Lifecasting:
Half head, full head, body parts and full body lifecast.
Mold making: Fiber glass , Stone and epoxy

Standard and matrix molds
Design of multi-piece molds
Running silicone for prosthetics
basic Foam Latex skillsbasic Foam Latex skills

Sculpting: WED, NSP, Monster clay
Seaming: foam latex and silicone
Prosthetics make-up application

Hair Punching
Photographic editing
Casting

Silicone paintingSilicone painting

Credits

Toran Tanner
30 Penclose Road , Fleckney , England LE8 8TE | (H) 0116 332 8987 | (M) 07702076058

Summary
I have been working full time in the FX industry for my own studio and for

other fx studios for the past 3 years. Aside from the professional work experience SPFX has been a
lifetime hobby. I am happy that I have gained the confidence of many industry professionals.

I take pride in my work and have an interest in perfecting as many skills as I can in the SPFX arena. I
have keen interest in learning about new materials and using them to their full potential. I find
mould making to be very enjoyable as well as sculpting both of which I am proficient at. I am very

confident in a workshop environment! I have all my own tools and equipment.confident in a workshop environment! I have all my own tools and equipment.

Skills


